In 1950 P. Erdös proved that if x ≡ 2036812 (mod 5592405) and x ≡ 3 (mod 62) then x is not of the form 2 n + p where n is a nonnegative integer and p is a prime. In this note we present a theorem on integers of the form 2 n + cp, in particular we completely determine all those integers c relatively prime to 5592405 such that the residue class 2036812(mod 5592405) contains integers of the form 2 n + cp.
In 1849 A. de Polignac [P] claimed that any sufficiently large odd integer is of the form 2 n + p where n is a nonnegative integer and p is a prime. P. Erdös [E1] proved that any integer congruent to 2036812 modulo 5592405 and 3 modulo 62 cannot be the sum of a power of two and a prime, a clear proof of this result was presented by W. Sierpiński [S] . (See [C] , [G] , [GS] and [S2] for further developments.) In his ingenious proof, Erdös introduced the concept of cover of Z. For a, n ∈ Z with n > 0 we put a(mod n) = {x ∈ Z : x ≡ a (mod n)} and call it a residue class (with modulus n). A finite system
of such classes is said to be a cover (of Z) if k s=1 a s (mod n s ) = Z. If (1) forms a cover but none of its proper subsystems does, then we say that (1) is a minimal cover. For problems and results concerning covers of Z, one may see Erdös [E2] , R.K. Guy [Gu] and the introduction of [S1] .
A well-known result of A.S. Bang [B] (also rediscovered by K. Zsigmondy [Z] , G.D. Birkhoff and H.S. Vandiver [BV] ) states that for each integer n > 1 with n = 6, there exists a prime factor of 2 n − 1 not dividing 2 m − 1 for any 0 < m < n, such a prime is called a primitive (prime) divisor of 2 n − 1. In [R] the reader can find all prime divisors of 2 n − 1 with n 22. Our main result in this note is as follows: Theorem. Let (1) be a minimal cover with 0
where all the (a − 2
j )/p t are integers. Then an integer c divisible by none of p 1 , · · · , p k belongs to S(A) if and only if a(mod d) contains integers of the form 2 n + cp where n 0 is an integer and p is a prime.
Proof. Let 1 t k and 1
Next we prove the sufficiency. Let c be an integer relatively prime to d. Suppose that 2 n + cp ≡ a (mod d) for some integer n 0 and prime p. Since (1) forms a cover, n ≡ a t (mod n t ) for some 1 t k. Observe that 2 n ≡ 2 a t ≡ a (mod p t ). So p t | cp and hence p = p t . For any s = 1, · · · , k with s = t, we have p = p s and thus n ≡ a s (mod n s ). Therefore n ≡ b
So c ∈ S(A).
The proof is now complete.
j )/p t is relatively prime to d/p t , for, if 1 s k and s = t then b (t) j ≡ a s (mod n s ) and hence a − 2
In practice we can split (a − 2
exactly one of which contains only multiples of p t and should be deleted for our purpose.
Remark 2. Under the conditions of the Theorem, the authors [YS] showed in 1998 that if c is divisible by a unique prime among p 1 , · · · , p k , then there exists a positive integer n such that 2 n + cp ∈ a(mod d) for infinitely many primes p. P. Erdös used the following cover contains no integers of the form 2 n + p. Our Theorem yields the following complete result.
Corollary. Let c be an integer relatively prime to 3 × 5 × 7 × 13 × 17 × 241 = 5592405.
Then the residue class 2036812(mod 5592405) contains integers of the form 2 n + cp with n being a nonnegative integer and p being a prime, if and only if c is congruent to one of the following numbers modulo 5592405: 20054, 43259, 66464, 89669, 112874, 119692, 136079, 156668, 159284, 182489, 205694, 228899, 252104, 275309, 286292, 298514, 321719, 344924, 368129, 381148, 391334, 405724, 407356, 407362, 414539, 437744, 448657, 460949, 484154, 507359, 530564, 553769, 576974, 586853, 600179, 623384, 646589, 657092, 669794, 678596, 678932, 692999, 716204, 739409, 762614, 777622, 785819, 809024, 832229, 855434, 878639, 901844, 925049, 948254, 971459, 994664, 1017038, 1017869, 1041074, 1064279, 1085207, 1087484, 1106587, 1110689, 5383132, 5403614, 5426819, 5450024, 5473229, 5496434, 5519639, 5542844, 5566049, 5589254. Proof. Note that system B in (4) forms a minimal cover with a 1 = 0, a 2 = 0, a 3 = 1, a 4 = 3, a 5 = 7, a 6 = 23 and n 1 = 2, n 2 = 3, n 3 = 4, n 4 = 8, n 5 = 12, n 6 = 24.
Recall that 3, 7, 5, 17, 13, 241 are primitive prime divisors of 2 n 1 − 1, · · · , 2 n 6 − 1 respectively. Obviously [n 1 , · · · , n 6 ] = 24. Let R = {0, 1, · · · , 23} and 4, 8, 10, 14, 16, 20 , 22}, By computation we find that S(B) consists of the following residue classes: 678936, 678932, 678852, 678596, 673476, 657092, 329412, 1144971 In view of the Theorem and Remark 1, we can now obtain the desired result by trivial calculations.
Remark 3. Observe that 5589254 ≡ −3151 (mod 5592405). By the above corollary, for any integer c ∈ [−3150, 20054) divisible by none of 3,5,7,13,17,241, the residue class 20036812(mod 5592405) contains no integers of the form 2 n + cp where n 0 is an integer and p is a prime.
